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Our Project 



We wanted to create a Project where our 
students could create an Math Autobiography 

so they can identify themselves as a 
Mathematician. 



Why did we choose this 
project?  



What led us to this research project is being educators in the 
educational system, we noticed  that as  educators we emphasize 
reading a lot. While we realize reading is truly important, we noticed  
working in a majority black population school that the students seem 
to like math more than reading. The students often lacked the ability to 
identify with mathematicians and have  confidence to solve math 
problems. Many times students identify as readers ( I am a reader), but 
it is very rare that they identify as Mathematicians. How many african 
american students say  “ I'm a mathematician ”? To create an equitable 
learning environment, as researchers and educators, we must 
emphasize the need for teachers to not just use analytical thinking in 
there math curriculum, but also allow students to use their home, 
culture, and community in the teaching process.  We believe that 
having an educator understand their students’ contexts will allow 
students to gain more confidence in math. 



What are we seeking to 
learn?  

 



-What are the students’ histories, stories, 
communities, and realities when it comes to 
math?

-What are engaging activities to develop 
student’s identities as Mathematicians? 

-What are ways that educators can use their 
knowledge of students’ (histories, stories, 
communities, and realities) in support of 
mathematical learning?



Our Proposed Outcome  



 - We are hoping to see how this project will help the 
students have  more confidence in Math by identifying 
themselves as Mathematicians.
We want to create lessons that engage the students  
and help them discover how great of a Mathematician 
they really are.



Our Actual Experiences  
Outcomes 



Goal: Ways to learn about students’ histories, stories, communities, and realities in the area of 
mathematics:
      
-We created an math Autobiography where the students were able to do family and community interviews.  
This was great because they found out that their parents use math  everyday. They found out they use it 
when they are cooking, are counting money, or even going to the grocery store.  
-The students came up with questions to ask their teachers, classmates, and parents. This was a fun round 
robin activity that they were able to do through online learning. 
-My students were very engaged and seemed to really get to know each other through the sharing of 
different math stories. I can tell this helped increase their confidence in Math. It made Math more engaging.  
It made them see that math is important and that they were using multiplication, addition, subtraction, 
counting money, and geometry in their everyday lives. 
- They were then able to create a tri-fold board about their math Autobiography.



 

My Reflection 
 
One of things I loved from this project was how I got to hear my 
students’ stories about how they liked math. I learned about all the 
experiences they had in math class before they came to third grade. 
This showed me how important it is for educators to examine their 
students’ background math experiences. I found out one of my 
students didn’t have good math experiences in school until he went 
home and his dad took the time to teach him and that’s how math 
became his favorite subject. He said his teacher was moving too fast 
and he wasn’t able to catch on and understand what was being taught. 
He said it was his dad that helped him and made it easy for him. 



-The students also researched different African American 
Mathematicians that have done incredible things that have 
had a huge impact on African American Culture. 
-The students were able to split into groups online, read 
stories, and research about different African American 
Mathematicians. 
-Then we created a short movie film which  we shared with 
the whole school. 
Lights Camera Action!!!!

African American Mathematician
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Overall the project was really fun. I saw so many of my students gain 
confidence in math and begin to identify themselves as a Mathematicians. 
They learned about different mathematicians, they even realized they used 
math when they play video games, cook, built things, and when they play 
sports. 
They also learned how to ask questions and how to interview people. They 
learned how important math is to their family and that the reason they need 
to learn math is important. They learned that they can use math to create 
beats, music, dances, etc..  
This project not only engaged my students, but it increased their math 
scores. In the future, I will be using the Math Autobiography lesson to engage 
them in each new chapter I teach in Math. For example, if i’m teaching about  
fractions, I  would have them interview their families, teachers, and 
classmates about fractions. I would ask them to share any stories they have 
about fractions. I think this will engage them into my math lessons and will  
help them tackle math problems like they are mathematicians.  


